Welcome

As we begin a new year, we reflect back on 2019 and wish to thank you for your business and support over the past year. We continue to work hard to develop products that are designed to enhance the efficiency your molding ability and reduce scrap. Through RotoMart.com we continue to provide the ability to access our product line and place orders 24-7.

Be sure to check out the used mold product line that just became available.

From The RotoMart Team

What's Your Problem?
"The Need for Process Air"

The use of process air for internal air pressure to reduce warpage, the operation of devices like internal air cooling, air clamps, and directional heating devices, continues to grow in popularity.

As a result, through the arm air transfer, and consequently air transfer between spiders and even mold halves have become commonplace in rotational molding. To facilitate the air usage requirement, the use of air transfer devices continues to grow in popularity. Gas Transfer Assemblies do the work of connecting and disconnecting air lines each time the spider or mold is opened or closed eliminating the need for making a connection by hand.

Creative Solutions
"Gas Air Transfer"

Our newly designed Gas Transfer Assembly with a larger diameter opening, and stronger holding springs allows for the most efficient gas transfer operation of any of this type of device on the market.

If you are using process air during your molding operation, or are considering it, please give us a call. We will be happy to assist in design, and provide you with the equipment needed for applying process air in your molding applications.
**Used Mold**  
*"Retail Ice Dispenser"*

What a great product! The base mold is cast aluminum and the body mold is fabricated aluminum. A complete set of foaming fixtures for all the above molds is included. For details, please contact us at info@rotomart.com.

---

**It's A New Year!**

It's not too late. If you missed the opportunity to get your new Arrow Pins in place for 2020, contact us today and we will assist you in starting the year off right.

Order on line at [www.rotomart.com](http://www.rotomart.com) or contact us at info@rotomart.com.
Industry News

What's Your Problem -
Hosted by Ron Cooke and Sandy Scaccia on Tuesday, January 28 at 10 AM Central. These sessions are consistently ARM’s highest ranked programs at the Annual Meeting. You can take part from your phone as part of your membership. [Click here for registration.]

ARM Annual Meeting
RotoPlas 2020
September 21-24, 2020

Instructional Video Library
See how these products can help you.

Intellivents  Supavents  Retex Family #1  Retex Family #2
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